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[2021-12-02 11:54:08] [Gretchen Kolb] Thanks for joining us today for Lunch with Leaders: Telling a Story with Data. We will get started promptly at noon.
[2021-12-02 11:54:59] [Sarita] Thanks for the invite.
[2021-12-02 11:57:56] [Lea Rubini] So excited to be with all of you today!
[2021-12-02 12:00:04] [Otis Simmons] Good afternoon everyone.
[2021-12-02 12:00:09] [Steve Buzzard] Enjoyed the seasonal music!
[2021-12-02 12:00:42] [Gretchen Kolb] Please feel free to add any questions, comments, etc in the chat! Our speakers will address as many as possible.
[2021-12-02 12:00:47] [Samantha] Excited to be here!
[2021-12-02 12:00:53] [Gretchen Kolb] The recording for this session, other resources and presentations are available via Lead Strong at:
https://www.med.upenn.edu/uphs covid19education/lead-strong.html
[2021-12-02 12:02:45] [Doreen Nation] Hi Everyone!
[2021-12-02 12:02:46] [Felicia Morrison] Good Afternoon!
[2021-12-02 12:03:28] [Gretchen Kolb] Recordings will be here for bookclub:
https://www.uphs.upenn.edu/employeesselfservice/LandingPages/PennMedicine_BookClub/index.html
[2021-12-02 12:03:57] [Gretchen Kolb] Text your recording to 215-279-1935, 30 seconds or less, what do you love best?
[2021-12-02 12:04:35] [Gretchen Kolb] For CME/CE credits:
Text 74406 to 215-398-6728
[2021-12-02 12:04:42] [Cindy Morgan] Calling all superfans...do a video. You know you want to.
[2021-12-02 12:04:47] [Gretchen Kolb] For questions, please contact pennme@pennmedicine.upenn.edu.
[2021-12-02 12:04:54] [Mary Kinney] So sad to miss bookclub - but my book never arrived. :( 
[2021-12-02 12:05:21] [Lynn M] you are so funny!
[2021-12-02 12:05:37] [Lynn M] Slide Envy
[2021-12-02 12:05:49] [Gretchen Kolb] @Mary, sorry to hear that, but Dr. Roberts did a great job summarizing, so feel free to watch
[2021-12-02 12:05:50] [Felicia Morrison] The Book Club last night was enriching!
[2021-12-02 12:06:16] [Carolina Cerino] The Book Club was eye-opening.
[2021-12-02 12:07:28] [Gretchen Kolb] Did you attend book club? What did you think?
[2021-12-02 12:07:43] [Gretchen Kolb] Using your cell phone, text “pennmedicine918" to “22333" If you are on your computer, you can also click on the link on chat PollEv.com/pennmedicine918
[2021-12-02 12:08:56] [Amanda Williams] Book club discussion was great last night!
[2021-12-02 12:09:46] [John Salmon] I didn't know about the Book Club. Is there a way to sign up & get notified about future events?
[2021-12-02 12:10:36] [Tammy Turner] How do I join the book club?
[2021-12-02 12:11:03] [Felicia Morrison] Love- Chad- practice made it perfect!
[2021-12-02 12:11:31] [Gretchen Kolb] @ John and Tammy, the link to the site is here:https://www.uphs.upenn.edu/employeesselfservice/LandingPages/PennMedicine_BookClub/index.html
[2021-12-02 12:11:32] [Mary Kinney] A friend gave me the Tufte collection - GREAT present!
[2021-12-02 12:14:32] [Gretchen Kolb] www.menti.com
[2021-12-02 12:14:42] [Gretchen Kolb] 91794033
[2021-12-02 12:15:13] [Young Un Cho] Here is a direct link: https://www.menti.com/514nh3tn6h
[2021-12-02 12:15:59] [Ryan Quinn ] General Metrics by Fiscal Year
The first slide there is a correlation between admissions and revenue until 2020 and 2021. Visits direct to admissions.
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[2021-12-02 12:28:53] [Gretchen Kolb] https://www.med.upenn.edu/uphscovid19education/lead-strong.html
[2021-12-02 12:29:01] [Gretchen Kolb] "Behind the shield"
[2021-12-02 12:29:34] [Jon Foley Sherman (he/him)] Don't make people read your slides. And think about how to stage information - when do people need to see what and how.
[2021-12-02 12:29:40] [Mike Posencheg] Let the data tell the story - annotate data to allow "the project to be on the page"
[2021-12-02 12:29:45] [Samantha DiPompeo] Presentation notes are a life saver, sometimes I put other data that I don't necessarily want on the slide there in case someone asks for it
[2021-12-02 12:29:54] [Brad Okonak] If possible, take the pulse of the people who requested the data to see if I'm on the right track
[2021-12-02 12:30:07] [Betsy] Agree about why are we doing this. Important questions: what is the so what? what do you want people to take away? Is the message clear?
[2021-12-02 12:30:24] [Carolyn Hewson] Your slide should make people feel something. Help them connect to your message--the simpler the better.
[2021-12-02 12:30:54] [Lori Gustave] what tools are you using to convert data to something more visually appealing. Im pretty old school and looking for new tools!
[2021-12-02 12:31:02] [Joseph del Castillo] Agree Don't retell, relive it with the audience.
[2021-12-02 12:31:12] [Nina Miller] Lori, try Canva
[2021-12-02 12:32:55] [Betsy] Microsoft PPT has icons, which can be helpful with data visualization
[2021-12-02 12:33:21] [Hunter Jones] be brief and be gone!!
[2021-12-02 12:33:47] [Sarita] Do you recommend a max number of slides per time frame?
[2021-12-02 12:34:47] [mary coniglio] Include the finding in the heading of the graph. If someone isn't at the presentation and reads the ppt, you want the point to be clear
[2021-12-02 12:35:22] [Hunter Jones] know your audience!
[2021-12-02 12:36:27] [Gretchen Kolb] For basic course around using PPT, Canva, etc check out LinkedIn Learning courses, >10,000 available via Knowledge Link
[2021-12-02 12:36:33] [Barbara] I attended a great key note one time that had slides with zero words. Very engaging!
[2021-12-02 12:37:11] [Otis Simmons] What are some key telling signs that your audience is interested and following your presentation?
[2021-12-02 12:37:50] [Carolina Cerino] It's a form of negotiation. You are selling your idea. So it would be best if you did the job from that point of view: who is your audience, what do they think, how do they work, how do they communicate, what matters to them. Then you can plan how to approach them.
[2021-12-02 12:38:38] [Lynn Cardona] One of the challenges I have had, is not knowing what my audience knows about the presenting topic. This makes it difficult to edit.. Any recommendation on learning what your audience knows about the topic your presenting.
[2021-12-02 12:39:12] [Otis Simmons] I like that Chad.
[2021-12-02 12:39:13] [Lynn M] Say it again Chad!
[2021-12-02 12:39:24] [Lynn Cardona] Great recommendation Chad!!!!!
[2021-12-02 12:39:38] [Felicia Morrison] Like that algorithm. #SilverBullet
[2021-12-02 12:39:44] [Dawana Holmes] Great recommendation! Thank you Chad!
[2021-12-02 12:39:44] [Kerri Celaya] Great rule of thumb!
[2021-12-02 12:39:53] [Mary Ann Fisher] I was coached if you have too many slides you do not know the material
[2021-12-02 12:39:53] [Lynn M] Lynn, my mentor recently suggested I have a colleague from another department review my presentation
[2021-12-02 12:40:46] [Carla DeWald] That's great. Always great to learn and borrow from others!
[2021-12-02 12:40:48] [Amy] Toni is the greatest deck sharer!!!
[2021-12-02 12:40:55] [Jon Foley Sherman (he/him)] Might it be less # of slldies than # of points to make? I've presented decks with loads of slides and no one knew because I worked the transitoin the way Toni recommended. 10 clean slides are better than 3 busy ones.
[2021-12-02 12:41:10] [Barbara] Our team keeps a presentation library accessible to everyone.
Great question because one of my pet peeves are crammed information in one slide, barely readable.
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[2021-12-02 12:52:12] [Ravi Pandian] Thanks all!
[2021-12-02 12:52:14] [Hunter Jones] phenomenal session
[2021-12-02 12:52:16] [Corey Meyer] Great session!
[2021-12-02 12:52:18] [Melissa McKinney] Thank you!
[2021-12-02 12:52:19] [Jennifer McCullough] So happy I was finally able to join this Lunch with Leaders! Truly amazing- excellent panel and Cindy ties everything together really well. Look forward to attending more- Thank You!
[2021-12-02 12:52:19] [Shawn Reynolds] Thanks All!
[2021-12-02 12:52:21] [Nafis Brown] Great panel! Thank you all!
[2021-12-02 12:52:22] [paula breslin-perry] GREAT STUFF!!
[2021-12-02 12:52:25] [Gretchen Kolb] If you have not seen it, it is new to you! The recording for this session, other resources and presentations are available via Lead Strong site at: https://www.med.upenn.edu/uphs covid19education/lead-strong.html. You can also download the event series to your outlook calendar from the website.
[2021-12-02 12:52:26] [Tasha Ellison] Nice panel!
[2021-12-02 12:52:32] [Regina Bristow] Thank ALL!
[2021-12-02 12:52:34] [Nina Miller] Thank you so much!
[2021-12-02 12:52:34] [Otis Simmons] question for Chad: What leadership books would you recommend?
[2021-12-02 12:52:35] [Laura Swartz, RN] Thanks all!
[2021-12-02 12:52:37] [Jeff K] Thank you all
[2021-12-02 12:52:40] [Joy Winner] Thank you all. Great info. Happy Holidays. Joy
[2021-12-02 12:52:41] [DeElva Ashmore] Thank you all!
[2021-12-02 12:52:46] [Mary Ann Fisher] Thank you.
[2021-12-02 12:52:52] [Joanne Pechar] Amazing. Thank you!
[2021-12-02 12:52:59] [Gretchen Kolb] And of course, there may be a surprise or two. . .
[2021-12-02 12:53:05] [Gretchen Kolb] We value your feedback. Please complete this brief survey to let us know how we could improve these sessions and ideas you have for shows in 2022. https://survey.pennmedicine.org/s3/Lead-Strong-Lunch-with-Leaders
[2021-12-02 12:53:15] [Patti Woods] Thank you so much this was great!
[2021-12-02 12:53:20] [Doreen Nation] Thank you - Cindy, Lea, Toni and Chad!!
[2021-12-02 12:53:22] [Tina] Great session. Thank you all!
[2021-12-02 12:53:37] [Jessie] Great session...as always.
[2021-12-02 12:53:37] [Gretchen Kolb] Give us some ideas so we can continue to meet your needs!
[2021-12-02 12:53:52] [Christine Gasperetti] thank you great session
[2021-12-02 12:53:57] [Joanne] Thank you
[2021-12-02 12:54:02] [Doreen Nation] Great sharing with everyone.
[2021-12-02 12:54:02] [Mia Minchoff] Thank you!
[2021-12-02 12:54:03] [Otis Simmons] Thank you.
[2021-12-02 12:54:07] [Merita] Great session. Thank you
[2021-12-02 12:54:09] [LORI ABEL] Thank you sooo awesome
[2021-12-02 12:54:09] [Andy Gordon] Thank you
[2021-12-02 12:54:09] [Gretchen Kolb] Thank you!
[2021-12-02 12:54:09] [Patti Roda] thanks
[2021-12-02 12:54:09] [KB] Great session
[2021-12-02 12:54:10] [Bob Russell] Thank you!
[2021-12-02 12:54:12] [Kenneth] Thank you
[2021-12-02 12:54:12] [Sarita] Thank you so very much!!
[2021-12-02 12:54:13] [Carly Zambino] Thank you!
[2021-12-02 12:54:14] [Mercia] Thank you !!
[2021-12-02 12:54:14] [Zainab Alsawaf] Thank you
[2021-12-02 12:54:18] [Hunter Jones] thank
[2021-12-02 12:54:18] [Patricia Macolino] Thank you!
[2021-12-02 12:54:18] [Carolina Cerino] Thank you!\}
[2021-12-02 12:54:19] [Barbara Schrader, RN] Thank you
[2021-12-02 12:54:19] [Dana Delgado] Thank you!!
[2021-12-02 12:54:29] [Barbara] LWL is one of my favorite things about working at Penn Medicine!
[2021-12-02 12:54:40] [Kelly Toler] Thank you!
[2021-12-02 12:55:22] [Gina Burns] Thank you!
[2021-12-02 12:55:42] [Betty White] Thank you
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